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Lawrence English’s diverse practice can be read as an attempt to express lived and imagined 
experiences, places or times, in the auditory realm. His recent solo album, A colour for autumn 
2010, is a sonic description of the shifting seasons, and Studies for Stradbroke 2008, for which 
English used hyrdrophonic field recordings, is an atmospheric uncovering of environmental 
sounds such as rising tides and the movement of sand. In a similar vein, Kiri no oto 2008, 
which translates from Japanese to ‘sound of fog’, was largely inspired by a winter’s train ride 
from Berlin to Krakow. 

I stole your kiss (perspective studies on the ghosts of gods), English’s work for his 2012 exhibition at 
Boxcopy, is an extension of his exploration of sound, its relationship to image, and its ability 
to describe, relate and possibly mythologise experience. The work presents the original 
KISS line up - Gene Simmons, Paul Stanley, Ace Frehley and Peter Criss – as a series of 
projected tableau vivants. The footage comes from a live-in-the-studio recording for American 
television made in the lead up to the band’s 1977 release Love Gun. It captures the moment 
that preceded the band’s breakthrough into mainstream culture. Within just a few short years 
KISS had risen from obscurity to the centre of popular culture, and yet ‘unlike every other 
band of their time, their names, faces and identities remained completely unknown. They 
presented themselves not as mortals, but as something other - something larger than real, 
something elevated and almost god-like.’1

It’s now almost impossible to separate KISS band members from their real-life identities – 
particularly bassist Gene Simmons with his various reality television shows – yet in 1977 
the band members’ identities were unknown. To the world they were Demon, Starchild, 
Spaceman and Catman. Their infamous (trademarked) makeup and costumes both created 
these personas and enabled them to maintain their anonymity. This was one part of the band’s 
extensive marketing arsenal, which also included bombastic performances with fire breathing 
and blood spitting and their own comic produced with MARVEL. More than this, English 
feels ‘they were a dreamt vision that somehow transgressed the fringes of obscurity and 
rooted itself in popular consciousness at one of the last moments during the 20th Century 
where such self-actualisation was possible.’2 

        In 1977 Lawrence English was too young to be swept up by the ‘KISS Army’ and although 
Love Gun was the first cassette he ever owned, his self-described nostalgia for this particular 
moment does not have anything much to do with the band’s music, and its frequently 
outrageous misogyny.3 Instead, English is interested in the band’s exultant arrival at mega 
fame.Today, in our post-internet world, it would be virtually impossible to maintain the 
mystery, or the mythology, that KISS enjoyed at the end of the 1970s. While many recording 

artists continue to make use of extroverted getup and elaborate stage performances to sell 
records, it’s difficult to imagine how this could ever be done so completely. More than the 
music, the KISS image was its brand, feeding contemporary society’s lust for spectacle, 
consumption and something to believe in. KISS only just preceded the rapid diversification of 
popular musical styles and genres which occurred in the 1980s but successfully ‘pre-empted 
the explosion in merchandising and cross promotion which came to dominate’ and continues 
to drive much of the mainstream music business today.4 As English says, ‘today, we lie awake 
in knowledge, the dreams represented in KISS have been washed away with the dawning light 
of a relentless information age.’5

By 1983, Criss and Frehley had left the band in dissent. That September, Simmons, Stanley 
and the two replacements appeared on MTV sans makeup, four fairly awkward guys 
defending their music and denying the band’s need for gimmicks. In I stole your kiss (perspective 
studies on the ghosts of gods), English dismantles and distorts the band’s original high-energy 
performance into a series of isolated studies of ‘gods’. We watch Demon, Starchild, Spaceman 
and Catman’s carefully orchestrated system of signs – the graphic makeup, costuming, 
instruments – slowly writhe around us. The imagery is equal parts menacing and overdone. 
The softly tinted portraits invoke stained glass idols found in places of worship and with each 
band member projected onto a separate wall, the gallery space becomes a shrine to the rock 
gods, and the amp, the organ at the altar. 

In I stole your kiss (perspective studies on the ghosts of gods), KISS play on slowly but it’s clear we’re 
not hearing a note. The audio keeping the band together is English’s lengthy composition of 
incredibly low tones, distorted sounds and humming winds played back through a Marshall 
jcm-800 amp, the iconic amp used by the band in the late 70s. Haunted by the formlessness 
of the empty echoes and whirring – so far from the big-sound, stadium rock KISS made – 
we find ourselves enveloped in entropic noise. English proposes we might be listening to 
the movement of their faces and bodies but the unshifting sound also suggests something 
further. In India ‘nadha brahma’ (god is sound) is one way to refer to unstruck sound or 
silence. According to Indian music philosopher Sufi Hazrat Inayat Khan ‘With the music of 
the Absolute, the bass, the undertone, is going on continuously; but on the surface is hidden 
and subdued.’6 English’s reworking of found sounds in the audio for I stole your kiss (perspective 
studies on the ghosts of gods) becomes an engineered field recording of the preternatural in which 
we hear space and silence amplified, and glimpse another world beyond the masquerade.
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